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What is home visiting?

- Home visiting is a proven family-strengthening strategy.
- Home visiting is voluntary
- Home visiting is individualized based on family’s needs.
- Home visiting is effective.
- Home visiting is smart. It generates a return of up to $5.70 for every dollar invested
ANNOUNCING
THE INSTITUTE!

Welcome to the Institute

The Institute offers Family Support Professionals the opportunity to learn new tools and grow their careers. Through engaging online modules and a personalized learning experience, professionals take charge of their growth and development.
Cross-State Collaboration

Shared Vision

Leverages strengths of individuals

Better Together Mindset

Utilize Project Management Tools
- Slack
- Trello
- Zoom Video Conferencing

Relationship & Trust Building
PRECISION PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SO YOU CAN DO MORE OF WHAT YOU LOVE!
HOW IT WORKS:

1. Go to Institutefsp.org
2. Create your account!
3. All of your training is saved in one place!
WHAT IS DIFFERENT?!

1. 1 time registration gives access to all online courses!
2. All online & classroom training registration in 1 system!
3. Easy online viewing available of all course completion

https://Institutefsp.org
CAREER COMPASS

Continuous Updates & Improvements

April 2018: Alpha Testing of Career Compass

Public Release! Fall 2018
Register Today @ Institutefsp.org
Questions?
Closing

There's always a reason.